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Model-theoretic semantics of natural language

A model-theoretic account of a (given) natural 
language does not say what their expressions mean 

In particular …
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Compositional semantic theories specify the 
meanings of an expression by assigning a semantic 
value to it.
Q: How do semantic values relate to meanings?
NAIVE answer: 
Values are (or represent) communicative functions.
STRUCTURALIST answer: 
They don’t: values are theory-internal.

THESIS

ANTI-THESIS

EDUCATED answer: 
Some values represent communicative functions, 
some don’t, depending on their interpretability.

SYNTHESIS
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A: They are theory-internal  
 – there but for compositionality  
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2. Semantic values
The semantic value v of an expression E is interpretable  
by a suitable interfacing theory T  
[epistemology, pragmatics, communication studies, …] 
iff v uniquely determines a rôle E plays according to T.
Q: What’s wrong with model-theoretic semantics again?
A: It assigns local [= model-dependent] and global
values [obtained by abstracting from models], but:
• the former are not unique
• the latter are (for the most part) uninterpretable
BUT: No interpretable values, no interface
… or less dramatically:
Uninterpretability may lead to serious restrictions in
applying semantic theory.
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A straightforward disambiguation policy could 
take care of this:  
• The referent of Nx = x.

 Only JohnJohnny likes Mary  
∴  BillBilly doesn’t like Mary

However, this strategy is inconsistent with model-
theoretic interpretation, where the referent of a 
name cannot be determined from its global 
extension (and shifts with its local extensions).

This may have repercussions on the interface with syntax  
[= the theory of individuating expressions]



Closure under arbitrary isomorphisms also leads 
to problems with cross-linguistic comparison (as 
hinted at in K&K’s intro):  
!
Adapting a classical argument (by Heringer?) 
against structuralist phonology, it follows that no 
two languages can be distinguished if one 
results from the other by permuting (lexical) 
expressions of the same category (e.g., cat and 
mouse): the Model Spaces are the same!
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holds according to every model.

Given the structuralist spirit of model-theoretic 
semantics, one would expect the global relations to 
be the ones that predict ‘observed’ sense relations

However, they don’t …
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sense relations to come out right. 
Q: How small?
A [without argument]: Ideally so as to contain only one
single ‘intended’ model and its isomorphic copies

The smallness of Model Space

… in which case local and global relations coincide.
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Despite the (intended) smallness of Model Space, 
Logical Space ought to be vast so as to allow for a 
maximum of variation among the possible 
combinations of extensions …
… which is needed to get the global sense 
relations right: models with small Logical 
Spaces could be counter-examples to, say, 
the non-synonymy of John loves Mary and 
Bill loves Mary. 
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Montague (1970: 373)

Maybe, but then that theory is not model theory …

A Farewell to Model Theory, then?
Of course not. But its place is outside 
semantics textbooks.
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